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Straightforward? Dyeing the service zero service Lu Lu Shan Shan? walked towards the

group.

"Greetings, chief officer!" The soldier at the head of the group stood at

attention and shouted a report.

Jun Wu Ren nodded and said to the men behind him, "Idle people, all out!"

Then he continued, "Smash for me!"

The group of warriors, all of whom had been ordered to do so, picked up

the weapons in their hands and began to smash the pavilion like crazy.

Before the crowd could react, there was a thumping sound inside, and Jun

Wu Regrets led the crowd to look inside the pavilion without saying a word ......

Lin Qingcheng still had a mournful expression, she looked away from time

to time, waiting for the person she was expecting to arrive ......



Mo Tianji did not pay particular attention to this, but followed Lin

Qingcheng's expression and looked into the distance ......

Hou Yijun was like a little woman being taken care of for a while, no longer
the domineering one she used to be, gently snuggling in Jun Wuhuai's arms, but after
seeing Lin Qingcheng's mournful expression, she immediately stood up straight, silent in
front of her, with a faint anger on her face ......

Zhang Li was stunned, shocked and scared, looking at the cafe being

smashed like crazy, nearly a hundred warriors, picking up guys to first smash the card

seats, later smashing the bar, some rushed into the kitchen, shutting off the gas valve,
smashing the inside clanging.

At this time, Zhang Li's mobile phone rang and she saw that it was the

boss's phone.

Zhang Li immediately picked up the phone and shouted, "Lao, boss,
someone has smashed our shop, it's very bad, half of it has already been smashed, you
should call someone to come here! If you don't come over, our shop will be smashed to

pieces!"

The head also shouted angrily, "Zhang Li, keep all the people here, today I

want to see who dares to smash my shop in Tianhai! Damn it, I'll make him suffer!"

After Zhang Li hung up the phone, she took a heavy breath, raised the

corner of her mouth towards Jun Wu Ren and said with a cold smile, "You're finished!
Our boss is here!"



Jun Wu Ren narrowed his eyes to reveal a faint smile and looked
indifferently ahead, watching the pavilion being smashed to smithereens as he laughed

lightly and did not reply to Zhang Li's words.

Zhang Li was so angry that she gritted her teeth, but still mocked, "If you
apologise to me now, get down on your knees and beg me! When the time comes, I can
put in a few good words for our boss in front of him so that he won't make things too

difficult for you!"

Hearing these words, Hou Yijun went up to Zhang Li and slapped her

across the face with a 'pop' that was so loud that the whole room looked over.

Zhang Li looked at Hou Yijun in shock, covering her face and shouting in

pain, but looking at Hou Yijun's eyes, she also backed up in fear, but her mouth was not

unmindful of saying, "I won't let you guys off!"

Hou Yijun grunted, how dare she make Jun Wuhui kneel down, this
woman is simply looking for death!

In this China, there are not many people who call for Jun Wu Regret to

kneel down ......

A few minutes later the cafe was smashed beyond recognition, the original
petty cafe was now a ruin, with smoke and dust rising in all directions, a stark contrast in
this busy street ......



The people shopping in this street, or the surrounding shop owners and

shopkeepers are all gathered around, looking at this spot was smashed, is also secretly

smacked, this in the end is offended what kind of people, unexpectedly shouted two

trucks to smash the shop ......

The owner of the coffee shop, named Wang Ming, was playing cards when

he heard the manager say that his shop had been smashed, he was also angry. ...

If he swallowed it, how would he be able to mix in Tianhai in the future...
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Wang Ming drove his own BMW top version to this place, less than ten minutes, boom,
directly outside the shop.

He looked at the spot that he used to feel pretty good about, but now it was

so much like a rotten building that he was shaking with anger ......

He peeled off the crowd and shouted angrily, "Who is it! Who shouted

people to smash my shop, give the old man to stand out, the old man will get him killed!"

Jun Wu Ren pulled Hou Yijun and slowly stood up? Zha Lu Lu Xi Er Wu

steak closed?



He then said indifferently, "The person I shouted at."

Wang Ming looked seriously at Jun Wu Ren, carefully sizing him up, and
inside his head he also started searching for what this person looked like, only after a few
glances, he still felt unfamiliar and shook his head, thinking that this must be a hick from

inside that little nook, otherwise how could he dare to make such a mess in Tianhai!

"I don't care why you smashed up my shop and why you didn't say
anything. My shop is worth $60 million, if you want to make a big deal out of it, then
make it a whole deal, $100 million! If you want to make a deal, then let's compare our

relationship! But I still advise you to pay the money, don't make a scene, otherwise it will
be more than a hundred million!"Wang Ming said with a cold smile, opening his mouth in

a domineering manner and directly asking Jun Wuhuai to pay 100 million.

Jun Wu Regret laughed.

What a big mouth!

"What if I don't?" Jun Wu Regret stared at Wang Ming and said one word at

a time.

Wang Ming narrowed his eyes and looked at Jun Wu Ren, looking at his

convinced look, Wang Ming didn't know where this bumpkin got his strength from, but
he wanted to seek death, then Jiu Cheng Cheng Cheng was satisfied with him, he said to

Jun Wu Ren, "Then this is what you asked for!"



He said he took out his mobile phone, while still not forgetting to say to

Jun Wu Ren, "You also look for connections, otherwise when you say I do not give you

bullying, saying that I Tian Hai people bully you outsiders, I can not afford this crime."

Jun Wuhuai shook his head, "No need."

"Arrogant!" Wang Ming was so angry that his fingers were shaking, so
arrogant!

From the beginning until now, this man had never taken him seriously, this
made Wang Ming very upset and very angry!

Zhang Li watched the boss fight with the person who smashed their shop,
and saw this rampant person so domineering, she was also furious, but when she heard

the boss say that he was going to shout at someone, she was excited badly, the boss was
not a small person, he was also a person in Tianhai, now this foreigner even shouted in

front of the boss, that was just looking for death ......

She couldn't help but look at the Huangpu River, and said in her heart,
maybe one more corpse will sink in the Huangpu River tonight, hey, some times, human

life is really worthless, especially these foreigners who don't know any better ......

The actual fact is that you can't get a lot of people to call out to you.



The actual fact is, if you are able to call for people, it's as simple as

smashing the shop?

If he could do that, he would have just smashed up the shop and arrested

her and the boss? Wang Ming called the head of the local market supervision bureau in

Tianhai and said flatteringly, "Chief Liu, my brother's cafe was smashed by a group of

unknown foreigners, and the situation is quite bad. Originally this cafe a month can still

earn some money, but if the cafe was smashed, after you can not play poker with you

section chiefs ......"

Wang Ming speaks very interestingly, and there are words in his words.
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The section chief over there, surnamed Liu, was also furious at his words: "Who dares to

be so arrogant in Tianhai! I know where your cafe is, I'll go there now! Don't worry, I
won't let you not have the chance to play cards with us!"

Jun Wu Ren heard clearly, the meaning of Wang Ming's words was very
simple, I played poker with you, I was unlucky and lost hundreds of thousands of dollars

in one loss, wasn't this nonsense?

When did you lose hundreds of thousands of dollars a night playing poker?

This is not gambling, this is not bribery?



In this society nowadays, there are so many people who think of bribery

methods. I don't blame the section chief for not accepting the money, I blame this group

of crooks and criminals for trying to pull them down ......

This Wang Ming, simply unforgivable sin!

Hou Yijun is also furious, clenching his fist, furious, this if in Yanjing, if
there are scum like understand, have to arrest all of them!

Liu Xun drove with two people and rushed towards this side.

Wang Ming put away his mobile phone? The actual fact is that you will be

able to get a lot more than just a few of these. The first time I made this call, you can no

longer think about regretting the Ou is already too late, I do not know what you feel now,
if so, say it before it is too late.

"Of course, I still advise you, if there is something you want to do, you can

do it now, otherwise, I don't know if you still have the chance to do it."

Wang Ming was smug at this moment and spoke in a domineering manner,
as if he was spitting out the breath he had just choked on from Jun Wu Regret.



Jun Wu Regret looked at Wang Ming indifferently, the call Wang Ming

made just now and the words he said had touched his bottom line!

This person, he will definitely not let him have an easy time!

Absolutely!

Mo Tianji watched things get bigger and bigger, and did not have much

heart to put on it, just now Wang Ming shouted what Liu section chief, he did have some

reflection, after all, he as one of the several heads of the Tianhai Group, such a

representative of Tianhai, some times will still meet, of course, the person he talked to

certainly will not be a section chief level ......

However, he believed that Jun Wu Ren could certainly handle it better, so
he didn't spend much thought on it, but looked ahead, silently, waiting, for Lin Hao's
return ......

The first thing you need to do is to look back at the drama and glance at the
furious Jun Wu Regent, who is also slightly embarrassed, like the host of her, some

neglect to Jun Wu Regent, but he should be able to understand his own feelings ......

At this moment Lin Qingcheng like to feel the breath of Lin Hao, all kinds
of emotions gradually revived, the whole person also spirits up, the things that concern
also more and more, how to say, Lin Hao is on the way here, and has reached the

territorial sea area of China, as long as some more time, you can arrive here ......



Finally, Section Chief Liu arrived in a feverish hurry.

He was very angry, his eyes were scarlet, and he had the look of someone

who wanted to get the shop smasher killed.

Wang Ming flattered Section Chief Liu, "I'm really sorry for disturbing

Section Chief Liu's rest time, but there's no way around it, someone is causing trouble in

Tianhai and it's really damaging Tianhai's face to make such a mess ......

"And as you can see, Section Chief Liu, my shop, now in disrepair, on top of
this one busy street, has simply become an abrupt presence, and is very much ruining the

cityscape of Tianhai.

"And when you did not come to come, I told him, let him pay for it, this
matter I will pretend that it did not happen, he is good, directly refused, which makes me

very difficult, and finally had to move you, really sorry ......"
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Wang Ming apologized again and again, while adding fuel to the fire, the statement is

very euphemistic ......

Section Chief Liu looked back at Wang Ming's cafe, the opulent and
prosperous appearance of the past, now a ruin, abruptly present, directly bringing the

surrounding appearance into the lower level, making people look very

uncomfortable ......



He walked up to Jun Wuhuo's heels and said with authority, "Are you the

one who shouted at people to smash the shop?"

Jun Wu Regret glanced at Section Chief Liu, a man who looked like a

human dog, Jun Wu Regret hmmed, not caring about Section Chief Liu's anger.

But Section Chief Liu was furious at Jun Wu Ren's disregarded look, "Fine!
I can't believe that at this time, you still dare to be so arrogant, you really don't see the
coffin without tears! Come on, arrest him! Today I will execute such a violent person for

the Sea of Heaven, so that he will know that the law is serious!"

The two men behind him made a move to arrest Jun Wu Ren, Jun Wu Ren

sneered and glared at the two men who came up, the two men were directly frightened

and their legs and feet shivered, that icy cold look just now pierced right through their

hearts, they felt their breathing was going to stop, such a look, a terrifying aura, simply

too frightening ......

The head of Section Liu was even more annoyed for a moment that his men
had been frightened by his eyes, but just now he himself had been frightened by his eyes,
what kind of eyes were these that could be so frightening?

What did he do for a living?

Looking back at the warrior who was still smashing, instantly his legs

shook, the person smashing the cafe was not a violent outlaw but a warrior?



This ......

What is the identity of this other person then?

He stared at Jun Wu Hui with wide eyes, ? Yiwu shade Shandi dye Yi?
began to guess the identity of this person.

Wang Ming is also can't help but froze, just now that look is too frightening,
they are considered to have seen a lot of people, but completely have not seen such a look,
too scary, but see Section Chief Liu stop arresting people, also can't help but then push

and say: "Section Chief Liu, one size fits all, this matter is first dealt with, the rest of the
things to say, otherwise so many people watching you, when the time will have a great

impact ......"

Section Chief Liu glanced back and found that countless pairs of eyes were
staring at him, and one by one, they were all about to see through him, which made

Section Chief Liu's heart bolt, it was really hard to ride a tiger at this time ......

"Yes, the section chief you are now in the promotion of the time, if this
matter falls criticism, the future can really go broken ......" wearing glasses clerk is also in
Liu section chief side softly said ......

He played poker with Wang Ming, although he did not win hundreds of

thousands, but the big tens of thousands or have, so this time also sell Wang Ming a face,
later good win money ......



Wang Ming glanced towards him as he spoke, deep in his eyes, the smile

was strong, like the taste of money ...... Jun Wu Ren looked at the two who still had such

an underhanded exchange of eyes at this time, the corners of his mouth showed a morose

cold smile ......

At this time, the captain who led the smash walked up to Jun Wu Regret,
stood at attention and saluted, and shouted in a Lang Lang voice: "Report officer chief! It
has all been smashed to powder, please ask for any more instructions!"

Jun Wu Regret waved his hand, indicating that they should just stand at

the back.

At this moment, Section Chief Liu's anger that had only just risen was once

again suppressed, this group of people, at the same time, Mo Tianji also glanced this way,
Section Chief Liu also saw Mo Tianji in an instant, the whole person was in shock, he
looked at Jun Wu Ren with wide eyes and said softly, "This friend, I wonder what your
relationship with Mo is? "
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Jun Wu Ren smiled, Mr. Mo?

Who is Mr. Mo?



Mo Tianji Xiao Mo?

"You're talking about the Lin family's Mo Tianji?" Jun Wu Regret asked

rhetorically with narrowed eyes.

Section Chief Liu nodded frantically.

The corners of Jun Wuhuai's mouth lifted, "My brother's brother-in-law."

"What!" Section Chief Liu's legs shook with fright and he directly paralyzed

on the ground, Jun Wu Regret was Lin Hao's brother ......

In other words, he had just offended Lin Hao's brother ......

This damn, simply want him to die ah, finished finished ......

The paralyzed Liu section chief, his voice trembling, begged for mercy and

said, "This friend, I don't know this person, he used to like to find me playing mahjong,
deliberately losing money to me, I didn't use a single penny, all left on top of the project

allocation, but the clerk beside me wearing glasses that was close to Wang Ming more,
and received the most money!"



Wang Ming heard the words and looked at Jun Wu Ren in shock, this
person was actually Lin Hao's brother?

Who in Tianhai didn't know Lin Hao, the boss of Tianhai Group?

That was a man of the highest order!

And with Lin Hao in Tianhai, he could stand toe to toe with Jun Wu Regret!

That is one of the only two people in China, Lin Hao, who is his

brother ......

What kind of a man has he offended?

Wait a minute ......

It seems that he, himself, did not seem to have personally offended him,
but only had a verbal argument, and the person who had offended him was his own

employee?

Wang Ming's desperate eyes revealed a flash of brightness as he walked

over towards Zhang Li, then slapped him down fiercely!



Instantly the scene once again transformed, just then the imposing Wang

Ming's group, shriveled up, paralyzed with fear, Wang Ming even directly slapped his

own clerk fiercely ......

Zhang Li was beaten with a heavy mind and very dizzy ......

"Say, exactly what kind of verbal altercation did you have with him, how
did you anger each other? How could you make such a big man so angry, my coffee shop

rules are clearly written, it shouldn't have offended! What's the matter with you? Tell

me!" Wang Ming roared and spat, his heart was chilling, on the verge of despair, he knew
that if he didn't handle this matter properly, he might spend the rest of his life in jail, no!

Maybe not even the rest of his life ......

"The other party has been in our shop for eight hours and only ordered two

or three hundred things, so I said that I went up and said that he should get out, and the

other party got angry."

"So you were kicking the other party out?" Wang Ming sniffed, his eyes
spitting fire!



His shop had an explicit rule that you could stay from opening to closing,
as long as you had spent money!

But his own shop assistant had actually pissed off the other party because
of something like this!

This was simply damnable!

Wang Ming was angry, roaring, hitting Zhang Li again, punching and

kicking, hysterical, just for this little thing, let him offend Lin Hao's brother, his future
was directly killed, damn thing ......

"You're just looking for death! Do you know who you've offended? You

have offended Lin? Lu Jie Yi zero love Yi Yi whisk? Hao! Do you know who Lin Hao is?
The number one family supporter in Tianhai, the president of the number one group in

Tianhai!" Wang Ming said while beating and cursing, the whole person was close to

madness ......

Zhang Li heard the words, on the ground was beaten twitching her, directly
the whole body cold sweat flowing backwards, what, the person in front of you is actually

the brother of Tianhai First Group president Lin Hao, she is also someone who has heard

of Lin Hao's fame, finished, finished, this time may die ......
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Jun Wu Ren a stop him, if this fight continues, I am afraid that the man woman in front of

him will be killed, killed in front of him, Jun Wu Ren still can not accept the ......



"This time to make such a mess, do not think it is too late?" Jun Wu Regret

grabbed Wang Ming's hand, Wang Ming's whole body felt caught in a huge vice and

could not move.

He was horrified in his heart, this man's wrist strength was so

terrifying ......

Wang Ming finished directly poofed to the ground,? Yi Piao Zha Yi Er Ai

Shan Shan? Prostrate up, with a begging shout: "This friend, I Wang Ming have eyes not

to know the mountain, did not ask the reason, then directly arbitrarily give orders to deal

with the matter, shouting people to retaliate, is my stupid ......"

After saying this Wang Ming directly slapped himself hard, slap after slap,
hitting his cheeks red and oozing blood, it was very scary.

Jun Wu Regrets also did not expect this person to be so ruthless, not only to
others, but also to himself.

Hou Yijun pulled Jun Wu Ren backwards, this man was beating himself

bloody, too ruthless, a ruthless person.

"Humph! Think that begging like this will help? If we weren't present
today, I'm afraid you wouldn't know how many people you would have persecuted with

your tactics just now, since you truly know you're wrong, then go and spend a few years



in jail, we don't have time to follow you around every day and see if you'll commit such

things in your future!" Hou Yijun said, then took out her mobile phone and made a call.

Wang Ming smiled, directly paralyzed on the ground, he just clearly felt a

hint of movement in the depths of Jun Wu Regret's eyes, and his own ruthlessness just

now, also made the other party's coldness dissipate a lot, but this woman, a word, but
even let himself go to jail ......

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the other side of the room.

Hou Yijun finished speaking and walked up to Zhang Li again, and spoke

indifferently, "Count you here as the most socially unprivileged and worthless, but the
most vicious person, you don't know how many people have been harmed by your words,
of course they deserve it, as for your situation, leave it to the judge to judge in the

end ......"

Zhang Li smiled and directly fainted with fear ......

Wang Ming shouted, this is his last struggle: "For the cafe haunted loss of

image, I am willing to spend money to repair, how much money I am willing, this is
considered my own final redemption of my own ......"

Hou Yijun smiled softly coldly, this person had an inexhaustible small

cleverness at the beginning, this moment such small cleverness still has, but then what?



His future they are not willing to witness, but must not say, such words,
indeed played a certain role ......

Jun Wu Regret said, "Your matter, we also will not be a word, just leave it
to the review of the people at the top, according to the law to bind you ......"

Mo Tianji shook his head, this group of people are really looking for death,
that is, Jun Wu Regret has some infinite justice in his heart, as well as the heart to uphold
justice to defend his family and country, if he were, he would not let this matter be

finished so easily ......

This group of people, even rushed on their head fox pretending to be a tiger,
really do not know the tiger is not a vegetarian well ...... onlookers, have been amazed at

the final end, this final situation they really did not expect, how this is so?

Just now the arrogant people, they are ready to congratulate Wang Ming,
but this final ending, really let people some unexpected ......
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However, some people also heard horrible news from it, that the domineering and

boundless man in front of them was actually the brother of Lin Hao, the number one man

in Tianhai ......

Lin Hao ah, that was definitely an existence that countless people could not
look up to in their lifetime at the moment ......



However, after Wang Ming heard Jun Wu Ren's words, he was still fiercely
relieved that there was room for manoeuvre, so that means that the other party might not

be too involved in his own incident above ......

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and

services to its customers.

And now he's a prisoner?

He couldn't take it!

He shouted angrily, "Who are you to decide whether we should live or die?
You even said you were arresting me, who are you to do that?"

As soon as he finished speaking, Section Chief Liu flew up, just as viciously?
Whisking the servant Zha Xie Yi Zha Wu Zero? A kick to his chest, the whole man flew

out, lying on the ground and coughing violently.

Section Chief Liu is also hurriedly kneeling in front of Jun Wu Ren and Mo
Tian Ji, especially to Mo Tian Ji, he began to beg and shout: "Mo General, I was blind to

be with such a villain, but I really did not take bribes, I did not touch a single penny of his

money, and he hooked up with me, all because of this person, if not, I would never have

known any Wang Ming, all because of him! "



Section Chief Liu pointed at the person he kicked away, also in shock, this
damned waste of dog, how dare he shout at this time, not afraid of death, relying on his

own backstage a bit, so arrogant?

If his father was really a big shot, wouldn't everyone be out of sight?

Section Chief Liu was furious, all kinds of people dare to be so arrogant,
this Tianhai, has really changed the sky?

Mo Tianji kicked Chief Liu away and turned to look at Lin Qingcheng, he
was afraid that someone like Chief Liu would make Lin Qingcheng unhappy, after all, his
big brother Lin Hao would be arriving soon ......

Look at the time, it's almost time, after all, big brother himself is very

fast ......

I heard that nowadays he has advanced to Grand Master, Grand Master, ah,
what kind of realm is that, if big brother had advanced to Grand Master at that time,
wouldn't a lot of tragic endings not have happened ......

Of course, he also knew that no, the reason why he lamented the ifs, it was
all because he couldn't watch his wife suffer so much ......

He and Lin Qingcheng are both victims, but he knows better, Lin
Qingcheng has endured more harm than he has ......



Lin Qingcheng felt Mo Tianji's breath and also looked at Mo Tianji's eyes,
seeing his endless tenderness, delicacy, and worry, she finally revealed a smile as she

opened her mouth and said, "Tianji, is it that Lin Hao is coming?"

Mo Tianji smiled and nodded, "You felt it too, he's on his way, he's going to
be on our heels soon very soon ......"

Lin Qingcheng excitedly lying in Mo Tianji's arms, this moment of her,
finally is the heart of the tense state relaxed, so the whole person like lost the essence,
into an endless state of exhaustion, after all, a long time without a normal meal, the
human state, inevitably some poor ......

Mo Tianji incomparably heartbroken embraced Lin Qingcheng, he could
see that nowadays Lin Qingcheng is incomparably tired at this moment, but her
stubbornness, Mo Tianji is still feeling ......

Jun Wu Regrets smiled and also felt something and found that, as expected,
Lin Hao's aura was approaching frantically and getting closer and closer, Jun Wu Regrets

also revealed a surprised look towards Mo Tianji and Lin Qingcheng, they were actually

stronger than his own perception ability as a Grand Master, it was simply too

incredible ......
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Jun Wu Ren felt Lin Hao is strength reason, Lin Qingcheng Mo Tianji is because that a

thicker than water inside the feelings ......



But others heard Lin Hao is coming soon, is also shocked up, Lin Hao is

coming!

Wang Ming, who was lying on the ground, slammed down, his whole body
on the ground, shocked, looking at the two of them, unable to believe that Lin Hao really

came ......

Lin Hao has come, then what about him?

Lin Hao ah, but the man who slaughtered the Leng family ......

It's over, it's over ......

Section Chief Liu was also in a cold sweat all over his body, Lin Hao had

come back, Lin Hao who had disappeared for some time had come back, and as soon as he
came back, he had offended his brother, it was over, it was over ......

This time, countless people looking at Wang Ming, looking at Liu Chief,
looking at Zhang Li, have revealed a smile, they also did not expect, this see a drama also

see a even drama, but people also began to look forward to, Lin Hao's arrival, in the end,
how will deal with this matter, after all, Lin Hao is like a legendary figure, and not only

look forward to Lin Hao, and Shen Xiyan, after all, that night, the picture of the rose
floating sea is still vivid, what kind of woman, let Lin Hao such a man so love her, and
many years unchanged ......



That kind of touching love, in the end, what kind of two living and

breathing people caused it, countless people look forward to ......

Zhang Li was lying on the ground twitching, her soul felt like it was
floating away, a feeling of dying surfaced in her mind, what to do, what to do, she now
regrets so much, regrets why she had to be a tiger, why she had to be jealous, why she

had to say that kind of words, why she had to do that kind of stupid things ......

She hated herself, immensely, why she could be so stupid, her boss's face
was all swollen, and now she was still afraid, humbly begging, a section chief was

dumping and cowering ......

"Someone help me, someone help me ......" Zhang Li mentally growled and

pleaded, but released her voice, she was kicked mute by Wang Ming and briefly lost her

voice ......

Is Lin Hao coming, is death going to envelop her, how should she save

herself, she pondered but couldn't come up with a good solution anyway ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting
into.



Lin Hao's mind was all inside his sister, his pace quickened, and if he didn't
have to obey some rules, he wanted to fly directly to his sister ......

He is also eager, so looking for a message, briefly aside from Xiyan, the
purpose is to quickly see Lin Qingcheng, see sister, because he felt? West steak serving

land love whisking Yi Shan? The sister's body and mind is very weak, incomparably weak,
that kind of weak state makes some people can not accept ......

He was incomparably worried that something might happen to his sister,
that's why he rushed here at the first opportunity.

"I hope sister, don't have any accidents, how is her breath so weak, how on

earth does Tianji take care of sister? Can't even take care of a woman anymore? Mo

Tianji, what is wrong with you?"
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Lin Hao shook his head and murmured in disappointment, unable to figure it out, his pace
quickened once again ...... Lin Hao shook his head and murmured in disappointment,
unable to figure it out, his pace quickened once again ......

"Why is he walking so fast?Why do I feel like he's walking faster than I can
run? Is this the charm of a handsome man?" A beautiful girl who was filming with her

mobile phone couldn't help but say as she looked at Lin Hao's back.

The best friend beside her also nodded, "Yeah, he's walking so fast that my

camera can't even capture it ......"



"Mmmmmm, I won't mock your camera rubbish either, I have to and can't
capture it either ......"

"I told you, a few thousand dollars for a phone, where's the difference ......"

Two people you sentence I sentence, Lin Hao has disappeared ......

Finally it was Lin Hao who was going to arrive.

Lin Qingcheng whole person like a new spirit, standing in place, towards
the direction Lin Hao came, the ability to perceive affection, beyond everything, Lin
Qingcheng looked behind, Mo Tianji followed her gaze, also seems to feel the signs of big

brother coming ......

Hou Yijun leaned on Jun Wuhui's side and gently asked, "Is the Lin family

head really here?"

Hou Yijun's strength was still somewhat weak, but fortunately she was Jun
Wu Regret's wife, and with Jun Wu Regret's careful teaching, she was now above the

threshold of advancing to Ascended Patriarch, so as long as she was given a little more

time, she? er wu yan yi closed dye serving ground? It's definitely an Innate

Sovereign ......



Of course, Shen Xiyan is advancing faster than she is, so I wonder how she

will feel when she learns that Shen Xiyan is an Innate Grandmaster ......

Jun Wu Regret said to Hou Yijun as if he was teaching, "If you perceive

carefully with your heart, you will find that even if Brother Lin has shielded his aura, you
can still perceive it, after all, you are now also standing above the threshold of the

Ascended Patriarch, as long as you find that opportunity, you will be able to

advance ......"

Hou Yijun smiled and began to enter a state of meditation, not much later,
he felt the aura around him surging, a powerful energy was kneaded into a ball, like it
was hidden, but there was no way to hide it, the good thing was that this power was very

soft, it was not rampant ......

No, it wasn't soft, but because the person who possessed it had controlled it
so well that he couldn't riot ......

She couldn't imagine how a human torso could possess a store of such a

huge amount of energy, wouldn't there be accidents with such energy inside the body?

Hou Yijun couldn't figure it out, but didn't think much about it, instead she
felt it seriously!

As she felt it she found that Lin Hao's strength purity or underlying

strength seemed to be stronger than her own husband, could it be that Lin Hao had also

advanced to the middle stage of Grand Master?



Hiss ......

Hou Yijun couldn't believe it, but think about it, who is Lin Hao?

A person who is common to Jun Wuhui's world qi, how could his talent not

be powerful ......

Just thinking, even Lin Hao is so powerful, so does Shen Xiyan also have a

chance to advance to Innate Patriarch, the moment she thought of this, Hou Yijun

revealed a smile ......

When the time comes for their girlfriends to advance to the Ascended
Patriarch together, I'm afraid that many seniors in the martial arts world will not be able

to accept it ......

"I can feel it, the Lin family master seems to have become much stronger

again ......" Hou Yijun said lightly, inquiring towards Jun Wuhuai ......

Jun Wu Regret nodded and stroked Hou Yijun's head, "No matter what you

do, you will be able to do it if you feel it seriously."



"I know." Hou Yijun little woman-like pouting said, see Jun Wu Regret tiger

body, heart shock, emotion, have not seen such a look Hou Yijun, also really huge heart is
also thumping, but this feeling is quite good ......

Chapter 1550

Jun Wu Regret looked towards the front, Lin Hao was here. After he came, Lin
Qingcheng's health should get better, and there was also someone to go with him to the

Dragon Sect to solve some things, hey thinking of the Dragon Sect, Jun Wu Regret is a big

head, that is a mess, now inside countless various hearts in it, before he was weak,
wanted to go to the Dragon Sect to promote his strength, but now his strength is strong,
that day and because he did not follow the same as Lin Hao, hide his strength, let the
wings of steel T3000 to be exposed out, when the exposure was finished, he looked at the
faces of the crowd, all sunken.

Especially Yang Hu, that face is incomparably embarrassed, Qin Long is

okay, this is similar to his impression of Qin Long, a man of war, but also the ultimate

sense of justice, Yuan Wu is known in advance, and not too shocked ......

But even so, a Yang Hu flowed out of the eyes, still let him some resistance

up, after all, back then he was weak, in front of them does not matter, and he has always

treated the Dragon Sect as a holy place, resulting in many times have lost the ability to

think simply, think that the Dragon Sect is the strongest existence, he joined the Dragon

Sect, as long as you follow the command is good ......

But now it's different, he has become one of the strongest people in China,
in joining the Dragon Sect, then what to do? The main thing to do is to take away from

the master?



The four elders of the Dragon Sect may be acceptable to two, perhaps one
will be indifferent or even in favour, but there are at least two more who will not be in

favour, two ah ......

Half of them, when the time comes, because of their own appearance of the
other side of the split, Jun Wu regrets still can not accept the ......

The good thing is that at this time, the stronger fighter Lin brother arrived,
when they enter the Dragon Gate again, take over some matters, it will be much better to

deal with ......

Of course Dragon Gate matters are still things small, the biggest problem
and difficulty is the ancient prison of the East, the problem there, the most difficult ......

Shaking his head, sensing Lin Hao's aura getting thicker, Jun Wuhuo

walked towards the front and said brightly, "Brother Lin."

"Brother Jun!"

The sound arrived before the person arrived!

Section Chief Liu smiled and looked at each other with Wang Ming who
was lying on the ground, "Brother Lin?



Brother Jun?

Two legends, one surnamed Lin and the other Jun!

And they call each other brother?

Couldn't the person who just said brother Lin Hao wasn't simply a brother,
but? The one who said Lin Hao was a brother? The one from Yanjing, Jun Wu Regret,
right?

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem.

Once the family knew that he had offended Jun Wu Ren, his good life

would be over, or even a luxury ......

"Zhang Li! If I don't die today, I won't make it easy for you!" Wang Ming's
voice revealed an endless threat, and his deathly intent was thick.

Zhang Li heard the words and fainted in fear ......

It's over, it's completely over ......



Lin Hao finally was walking at the end of the received, appeared in front of

Lin Qingcheng, Lin Qingcheng defiantly flew up, staggering body, weak, see Lin Hao

heartache, eyes flushed ......

Plus the dragon river a battle, the open sea a battle, their own breath

leaked, at that time directly almost extinct breath, I'm afraid at that time sister felt, and
very hard ......

Later, in the battle of the open sea, my own breath rushed like a rainbow,
the kind of fierceness of the battle to death, it seems that my sister would also feel it, at
that time my sister must not feel well either ......
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